
DATE: 
June 2014

DESCRIPTION: 
Outback Solutions Modular Roller 
Drawer System

APPLICATION: 
Jeep JK Wrangler Unlimited 

PART NO. :
See Page 4 Table

FITTING:
2.5 Hours

AVAILABILITY DATE:
In Stock

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT:

With seating for 5 and outstanding rugged performance, the JK Jeep Wrangler Unlimited (4-door) is a 
capable vehicle on and off road. It gives owners plenty to smile about but throws up some challenges when 
considering storage. 

In order to make the most of the JK’s cargo area and maximize storage and flexibility of use, a new roller 
drawer module has been developed. The RDRF790 incorporates a single Roller Drawer and an integrated 
Roller Floor top. The design allows for plenty of accessible and secure storage in the drawer.

While the roller drawer function is self-explanatory, the roller floor provides easy access to a Fridge Freezer 
or other gear.  The 37 quart ARB Fridge Freezer (10800352) can be mounted in the traditional front to back 
orientation. Although a tight fit, a 50 quart ARB Fridge Freezer (10800472) can be oriented left to right across 
the drawer and rolled rearwards for easier access. 
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https://www.carid.com/arb/
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DRAWER MODULE FEATURES:

Outback Solutions Modular Roller Drawers have unique and practical features incorporated into their design to ensure 
high quality, maximum functionality and ease of use. 

ANTI ROLL BACK SYSTEM

The RDRF790 incorporates mechanisms on both the roller drawer and the roller floor that lock them in the open position, 
preventing unintentional closing when the vehicle is on uneven ground. The mechanisms engage at full opening of the roller 
drawer or roller floor and are disengaged automatically when closing.

ANTI RATTLE

Locking mechanisms on the roller drawer and roller floor eliminate movement while closed. Retaining the drawer and roller 
floor in this way prevents rattles and wear and tear while driving. 

PURPOSE FOLDED STAINLESS STEEL RUNNERS

The roller drawer and roller floor bearings run on purpose-folded stainless steel runners.  Smooth operation is ensured 
because stainless steel offers the best surface for bearings to run on resulting in smooth quiet operation. Galvanized 
bearing runners are not used because the galvanized coating transfers onto the bearings creating rough operation and an 
opportunity for corrosion to start. Tool chest style telescopic runners are not used because of the slop and movement they 
allow. This constant movement while driving accelerates wear and deterioration when used in automotive applications.

UV STABLE COMMERCIAL CARPET

Exterior surfaces are finished in hardwearing commercial carpet and interior surfaces are trimmed in an automotive trunk 
material.  Both materials resist abrasion and conceal dirt from gritty off-road conditions.

ROBUST FINISHES

Aluminum and ruggedized plastics are used to mirror the tough nature of the Wrangler.

SLAM SHUT LATCHES

Slam shut/pull open handles make opening and closing both the roller drawer and the roller floor an ease, even with 
hands full of gear. The roller drawer handle is key lockable and the roller floor has a mechanical lock under the top  
behind the handle. The roller floor can be locked before closing and key locking the drawer to provide good security.

RDRF790 DRAWER MODULE SPECIFICATIONS:

Drawer Internal Dimensions 730 mm (28.7”) Wide X 655 mm (25.7”) Long X 220 mm (8.6”) Deep

Drawer Extension Travel 400 mm (15.75”)

Roller Floor Extension Travel 403 mm (15.87”)

Weight 48 kg (105.82 lbs)

https://www.carid.com/car-organizers.html
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SIDE FLOOR KITS:

The side floor kit is a recommended optional 
fitment with the RDRF790 drawer module and fills 
in the area between the outer edge of the drawer 
and the sides of the vehicle’s interior trim. The 
side floor kit completes the floor and provides a 
larger flat top surface while maintaining access to 
the wheel arch storage areas. Each side floor kit 
contains both left and right hand side floors.

JK side floors include stainless steel locking tabs 
to locate and retain the removable floor. Removal 
is via a simple latch located at the rear edge of 
the floor. The combination of stainless steel tabs 
and a simple, straightforward latch yields an easy 
to use and secure storage area. For models with 
plastic trim and a sub woofer, space is maintained 
around the sub woofer to maximize sound output. 

Access is retained to the factory 12-volt power 
connection on models with this OE feature.

Two side floors are available, one to suit the 
vehicles with only a carpet rear trim and another 
for vehicles with plastic rear trim, with or without 
sub woofer

INSTALL KITS:

The install kit provides an attractive removable 
carpeted cover panel over the jack and tool 
storage well. Removal is via two thumbscrews.  
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PRODUCT TABLE:
Please use the following tables for reference. 

Kit Number Vehicle Information Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

5012010
JK 4 Door - Plastic Trim & 
Inegrated Subwoofer RDRF790

JK4DP-
SWFK JK24DIK

5012020 JK 4 Door - Carpet Trim RDRF790 JK4DCFK JK24DIK

Kit Number Description

5012010
JK 4 Door Drawer Kit- Plastic Trim & 
Inegrated Subwoofer

5012020 JK 4 Door Drawer Kit - Carpet Trim

Individual Parts (Included in Kits)
RDRF790 790x845  R/Drawer with R/Floor
JK4DCFK JK 4 Door Carpet Floor Install Kit
JK4DPSWFK JK 4 Door Plastic & Sub Woofer Install Kit
JK24DIK R/Draw Install Kit JK 2&4 Door

ADDITIONAL PHOTOS:




